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The rapid development of the economy, under the high-speed operation of 
society, people's pressure is more and more heavy, the entertainment economy 
emerges as the times require，the entertainment become people’s intrinsic pursuit 
that they get rid of the stress and release the nervous. It is becoming a more and 
more obvious phenomenon that art get involved in life，art’s aesthetic entertainment 
function also is more and more obvious. As one part of art in the family, the 
animation film’s entertainment expression is more and more important. Animation 
film how to highlight entertainment, to attract the public's attention, to satisfy the 
people's aesthetic entertainment is the key problem of this study. 
The first chapter: art have had walk down the hallowed halls into public life and 
the consumption field, which has a close relation with the economy, people 
consuming art and getting pleasure has become a common phenomenon. The art of 
animation breaks the real world of the established framework, which fits people to 
pursuit liberation and free spirit, and makes a dreaming world for people to enjoy by 
a high degree of assumption and the authenticity. Animation becomes a high-quality 
object for mass entertainment. Due to the development of the media, the forms of 
animation emerge in endlessly, but as a mainstream, cinema animation is still 
gleaming, whose entertainment is a remarkable characteristics, it also becomes the 
main object from which people get entertainment. It is a complex problem whether 
Animation film can cause people to laugh and could meet the audience’s aesthetic 
expectation, it is a result that caused by the complex process between subject’ and 
object’ movements. Even so, but as an aesthetic object, animation film restricts the 
appreciation of the audience’s properties and content , It has its objective agreement 
of entertainment meaning to let people smile or laugh by the animation film. 
The second chapter is the central part of the paper, and aims to research how to 
performance the characteristics of the animation film and construction of 















vision of the unique role image of Shaping, the presenting of funny and humorous 
scene, humorous language of animation characters, Appropriate music and sound 
effects; It also contains the movie’ inner quality of " intension": the comic spirit of 
deep kernel, pleasant sensation which is brought by subverting and dispelling the 
lofty, outpouring warmth of virtual representation. Only having the entertainment 
characteristics of the "form" that animation film art will attract people's attention, at 
the same time, it need to have " intension ", the brilliance of the qualities, can such 
animation film art go thorough into people’s hearts and get their recognitions, thus 
produce the eternal value. Such interesting animation films can arouse audience’s 
smile of nerve and gain a unique aesthetic feeling at a maximum limit. 
 The third chapter: I discuss the impacts on animated film that development of 
high-tech produced from the view of the relation between technology and art, 
technology’s progress and reform push the animated film development, makes the 
animation film gradually excellent, brings more entertainment: we get surprise from 
silent to audio, gorgeous from black and white to color, fluent beauty from flow 
picture, realism from vivid images, macro beauty from video spectacles. Technology 
is more and more becoming one of the main factors to evaluate a film by people, 
which has a great influence on the success of the film, but it will eventually lead to a 
failure if we dependent on technology overly to create excitement and meet the 
sensory pleasure and abandon the art of animation movie’s connotation. Only 
balancing technology and art can it produce the best effect .  
The fourth chapter: Analysis our country current situation of the animation film 
entertainment, due to Sermon means is strong, lack of imagination, native culture 
resources using at a low degree efficiency and reference for the fusion of foreign 
culture at a low level, imitation trace is obvious, and positioning audience young, our 
country animation film is short of entertaining elements, so good animation film is 
not much which can get praise. The animation market is big in China and we need to 
improve the entertaining ingredients in our country animation films, but avoid into 
error, be for entertainment and recreation as to cause "entertainment to death". In the 















should put the audience’s demand on center, continuously improve its own charm, 
make serious things easily to come out through performance and to make it can 
adapt to the development of the Times, we can further improve our country 
animation movie level at last. 
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